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Abstract: Static geosensor networks are comprised of stations with sensor devices providing
data relevant for monitoring environmental phenomena in their geographic perimeter. Although
early warning systems for disaster management rely on data retrieved from these networks,
some limitations exist, largely in terms of insufficient coverage and low density. Crowdsourcing
user-generated data is emerging as a working methodology for retrieving real-time data in disaster
situations, reducing the aforementioned limitations, and augmenting with real-time data generated
voluntarily by nearby citizens. This paper explores the use of crowdsourced user-generated
sensor weather data from mobile devices for the creation of a unified and densified geosensor
network. Different scenario experiments are adapted, in which weather data are collected using
smartphone sensors, integrated with the development of a stabilization algorithm, for determining the
user-generated weather data reliability and usability. Showcasing this methodology on a large data
volume, a spatiotemporal algorithm was developed for filtering on-line user-generated weather
data retrieved from WeatherSignal, and used for simulation and assessment of densifying the
static geosensor weather network of Israel. Geostatistical results obtained proved that, although
user-generated weather data show small discrepancies when compared to authoritative data, with
considerations they can be used alongside authoritative data, producing a densified and augmented
weather map that is detailed and continuous.
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1. Introduction

In manmade or natural environmental disasters, fast detection of the disaster, and short arrival
time of the emergency forces, are key elements that can make the difference between small-scale
disaster and mass casualty incident. Knowing in real-time crucial physical components that affect the
spread and extent of the disaster, enable the emergency agencies to act faster and be better prepared,
decreasing the number of casualties in body and damage to property. To provide hazard warning,
alongside information about the environmental conditions that continue to affect the disaster, physical
sensors are deployed as part of an Environmental Sensor Network (ESN). ESNs, deployed in large
areas, are comprised of devices containing sensors for collecting physical data from the surrounding
environment with the capacity of transmitting them. Although ESNs are efficient in providing hazard
warning, past experience from major disasters indicated that conventional static physical sensors
deployment is often not sufficient, and therefore might not provide with the needed adequate data for
situation assessments and decision makings—mainly due to limited coverage and low deployment
level [1]. A solution to the inadequate geosensor network coverage problem can suggest relying on
crowdsourcing user-generated data, i.e., making use of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI),
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as a complementary data source for the task of weather data densification, or more generally put,
augmentation of existing ESN deployment.

Crowdsourcing geographic user-generated data is the process of gathering and sharing geospatial
and geographic data and information that originates from individuals, citizens, and communities,
which voluntarily participate in a specific task ([2,3]). Using sensory data via VGI working paradigms
is an effective method for data collection that can be used for expanding the variety of data sources,
and enhancing the spatial resolution of sensor readings and reports. Thus, modern portable devices,
such as smartphones and tablets, equipped today with modern sensor detectors and designated
applications (apps), have the potential to provide the knowledge-gap associated with ESNs. Thus,
building the capacity of enhancing and enriching information, especially when the nature of the
geographic information is dynamic. Since citizens’ motivation to participate and contribute continues
to grow, coupled with advanced technology and communication capabilities, the use of contributed
user-generated weather data for environmental processes is practical and beneficial.

This paper investigates the use of crowdsourcing user-generated weather data, namely ambient
temperature and relative humidity, for the augmentation and densification of ESNs. The motivation is
to facilitate a new source of real-time and accurate sensory data, contributing with practical solution
to overcoming physical limitations associated with ESNs. Two main geo-statistical processes are
handled here, stemmed from issues related to collecting, fusing and disseminating user-generated
crowdsourced data: (1) The determination of the accuracy, reliability and supplementary statistical
characteristics of the contributed weather data. This is achieved by conducting statistical analysis on
observations in respect to external authoritative reference data. This is coupled with the development
of real-time algorithms for identifying stabilized non-biased data, thus eliminating the need of using
external data sources for data validation in real-time scenarios; and (2) Developing a densification
methodology of ESN observations with user-generated weather data, followed by a quantitative
geostatistical evaluation of the overall environmental contribution.

The idea is that sizable countries, such as the US, having average coverage area of approximately
3500 km2 per single weather station ([4]), or Canada, with approximately 10,000 km2 per single
weather station, can benefit greatly. To demonstrate our methodology, we will evaluate and validate
the empirical results in respect to fire weather parameters, used for simulation and assessment of the
geosensor weather network of Israel. The presentation of our methodology and experimental results
are made, proving the effectiveness of the developed and implemented algorithms, and the potential
of the proposed augmentation and densification process.

2. Related Research

It is widely acknowledged that real-time geospatial data provide the best early warning source of
information on damage and disaster management ([5]). Recent studies have already proven that the
public is collaborating in sharing and collecting information (e.g., [6,7]), whereas in cases of emergencies
and disasters, the public’s motivation for data collection is even bigger (e.g., [8,9]). Implementing
crowdsourcing working schemes, supported by physical modern and reliable sensors that are carried
by citizens, user-generated data enables to reduce the dependency on experts while using the fact that
data can be collected or produced via diverse sources. The contribution of VGI for disaster situations
in particular is implemented to some extent in various applications (e.g., [10,11]), where the latter
showed that 26% of these applications are related to wildfire disaster management.

Weather and metrological data and information can be obtained nowadays from various
non-authoritative sources originating in citizens and communities (e.g., [12,13]). Aggregating these
data via the use of crowdsourcing techniques play a vital role in collecting and assessing reliable data in
real time, especially in densely populated areas or regions having sparse meteorological networks ([14]).
Since predictions assert that extreme weather events are expected to increase in frequency, duration
and magnitude (e.g., [15,16]), dense, high-resolution and real-time observations will be increasingly
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required to observe metrological conditions and weather phenomena required for immediate detection
and assessment.

Various examples that make use of public crowdsourcing collecting weather data (Citizen Science)
exist. For example, the Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network (CoCoRaHS)
relies on a network of volunteers who measure and map precipitation to provide data for research,
natural resource and education applications (e.g., [17,18]). The “Precipitation Identification Near the
Ground” (PING) project, maintained by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
is another example, where volunteers issue reports on the type of precipitation that is occurring in real
time ([19]). Still, in the majority of such projects, public crowdsourcing involves the use of low-cost and
amateur-level sensors deployed and handled by citizens, and not the passive and active use of mobile
devices equipped with sensors. Since today the number of embedded sensors in mobile devices is
increasing, data collected can be crowdsourced to serve as input for various applications and services,
for example OpenSignal and PressureNet (e.g., [20–22]). Still, physical weather variables can vary over
small distances and with changing topographies, such that the reliability of these sensors in accurately
capturing environmental conditions is still being investigated.

According to [23], densification of static geosensor network can be achieved by two means:
(1) using hardware devices, hence deploying more sensors (“Hard” densification); or (2) using software
solutions without additional hardware (“Soft” densification). One can consider the densification of an
ESN as the densification of a geodetic control network, using different statistical methods ([24]). As in
the case of multi-sensor data fusion methods, these are derived from statistics and are probabilistic
methods ([25]), such as Bayesian fusion, Extended and Unscented Kalman-Filter, Grid-based,
and Monte-Carlo-based. The main disadvantage of fusion based on probability methods is the
inability to assess unknown conditions, hence relatively less appropriate for disaster management and
assessment situations, which can be characterized by environmental condition anomalies.

Fusion and densification of data from physical geosensors with data collected using crowdsourcing is
an innovative perception (e.g., [25,26]). Related research in this field primarily focuses on improving the
coverage of physical geosensors—without using crowdsourced data. The problem of fusing data from
fixed physical sensors with human (user-generated) sensors for the task of data quality improvement
(to improve decision making) is referred to as Symbiotic Data Fusion and Processing problem (SDFP) [1].
Authors established a crowdsourcing support system for disaster surveillance, suggesting Centralized
Decision Fusion (CDF) procedure for the platform, based on stochastic detection and estimation theory
expressed in terms of binary hypothesis tests, using both value fusion and decision fusion. Another
example is Social Fusion ([27]), a platform for fusing data from different sources and types (e.g., mobile
data sensors, social networks and static networks sensors), with the objective to create context-aware
applications. Fusion is done using a set of classifiers to extract meaningful contextual inferences from
the data, while dividing the data collection mechanism from the classification phase.

3. Methodology

3.1. Introduction

Since weather data are an important factor for various manmade and natural environmental
disaster management systems, fire weather parameters are chosen as case study. Fire weather is the
meteorological data influencing on wild land fires ([28]). Two of the main fire weather parameters are:
Ambient Temperature (AT) and Relative Humidity (RH) ([29]). Commonly used fire danger rating
systems are the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) and The National Fire Danger
Rating System (NFDRS) used in the United States. Both system’s input requirements for AT and RH
are depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison between fire weather parameters of CFFDRS and NFDRS (source: [30,31]).

Parameter CFFDRS NFDRS

Ambient Temperature (AT) accuracy (◦C) 0.5 1
Ambient Temperature (AT) resolution (◦C) 0.1 0.6

Relative Humidity (RH) accuracy (%) 5 2
Relative Humidity (RH) resolution (%) 1 1

3.2. Collected Data

Weather data collected in field experiments are AT and RH, together with auxiliary data,
describing the environmental conditions existing during measurements, whereas some might affect
the collection device, and thus the reliability and accuracy of the sensory weather data collected.
The auxiliary data are: (1) Illumination, which might bias the weather data due to sun radiation
that heats the collection platform (device); (2) Proximity, the detection of possible close range
exterior disturbances; (3) Battery properties, which might affect the sensor readings, helping in
understanding the current usage of the collection device; and (4) GPS, acquiring the measurements’
geographic position.

3.3. Data Collection Platform

Due to the use of crowdsourcing user-generated data collection methodology, which relies on
random heterogeneous individuals situated near the interest area, it is required to use a portable
device having the ability to collect the aforementioned weather and auxiliary data, and communicate it
(via the Internet) to a central system. More common and widespread data collection platforms increase
the probability of citizen participation in gathering data, increasing data volume, and presumably
the overall network accuracy, density and reliability. Market examination showed that the Samsung
Galaxy S4 (SG4) model GT-I9500, containing all the sensors necessary to deliver the aforementioned
data, is widely used by citizens, with Samsung market share that is 25% ([32]). The SG4 contains GPS,
geomagnetic positioning, as well as a gyrometer, accelerometer, barometer, thermometer, hygrometer,
RGB light sensor, gesture sensor, proximity sensor and microphone ([33]).

The AT and RH sensor embedded in the SG4 device is SHTC1, manufactured by “Sensirion”,
calibrated in a controlled environment. The official accuracy of the sensor is depicted in Table 2, where
compared to the requirements of NFDRS and CFFDRS (Table 1), it is theoretically acceptable and well
in the range. Theoretically, in normal conditions, the SHTC1 sensor has the potential to deliver with
reliable readings, satisfying the purpose of our study ([34]).

Table 2. SHTC1 sensor official accuracy (source: [34]).

Data Accuracy Relative Humidity (%) Ambient Temperature (◦C)

Range Accuracy Range Accuracy

SHTC1
20–80 3 5–60 0.3

<20 or >80 4.5 <5 or >60 0.6

3.4. Data Collection Application

Examining available apps suitable for the collection platform of weather data (android operating
system), the application found to satisfy our requirements (variety of the recorded parameters,
automation, user interface simplicity) was WeatherSignal, depicted in Figure 1. The app creates
a crowdsourced based weather map, where users can collect a variety of weather data from the sensors
embedded in their mobile devices.
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Figure 1. WeatherSignal application dashboard (source: [35]).

3.5. Reference Data

Data from the Israel Meteorological Station (IMS) weather stations are used as reference, which
comply with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) standards ([36]). Table 3 depicts the
accuracy of the AT and RH sensors used in the IMS meteorological stations. As of March 2016, there
exist 84 unmanned stations for the area of Israel, whereas collected data and metadata are accessible to
the public (www.data.gov.il).

Table 3. Israel Meteorological Station Ambient Temperature and Relative Humidity data accuracy ([37]).

Data Accuracy

Weather Parameter

Relative Humidity (%) Ambient Temperature (◦C)

Range Accuracy Range Accuracy

IMS
<50 3–5 <40 0.1–0.2

>50 3 >40 0.3

3.6. Field Data Collection

The aim of the data collection scenarios is to provide analytical and statistical understandings
of the collected weather data in terms of accuracy and reliability, required for the development of
optimal and robust collection and processing methods and algorithms. This is done by collecting
user-generated weather and auxiliary data in three different scenarios.

3.6.1. Scenario 1: Long-Duration Measurement

This scenario is aimed at verifying the measurements’ accuracies in non-laboratory conditions
in respect to the official manufacturer accuracies (Table 2). Data were collected continuously for
a long duration (12 h), while the SG4 was positioned statically in a shadowed place (serving as a
meteorological hut) to eliminate heating from exposure to direct sunlight. The SG4 was located nearby
an IMS station (Haifa Refineries, northern Israel) for measurements comparison, depicted in Figure 2.
Sampling rate of measurements was every 10 s. Since data accuracy is determined in respect to IMS,
in which measurements are averaged for every 10 min, the collected data were similarly averaged.
Although the distance between locations is several kilometers, it is assumed that measurement values
should be similar, mainly for such long duration and averaging of measurements.

www.data.gov.il
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3.6.2. Scenario 2: Short-Duration Measurements

This scenario is aimed at imitating an actual crowdsourcing collection process. The collection
process does not enable to detect and eliminate outliers due to the small sample size, therefore
post-processing is not practical. This scenario is composed of four different measurement sessions,
each characterized by different measurement times, covering different environmental conditions
throughout the day: 01:00–02:00, 08:00–09:00, 13:00–14:00 and 19:00–20:00. Measurements were carried
out near two reference IMS stations (Haifa Refineries and Haifa University, depicted in Figure 2).

3.6.3. Scenario 3: Environmental Conditions Affect

SG4 readings might be biased by environmental conditions, mainly exposure to direct sunlight,
which affect and bias the sensor readings. The aim here is to develop an algorithm, which can
automatically detect and indicate when measurements are reliable (not biased by external influences).
This is achieved by using different measurement scenarios, in which the SG4 was exposed to direct
sunlight, biasing readings, and moved to a shaded place. The raw data collected during this scenario
are analyzed for finding indicators, used in an algorithm that is aimed at identifying when the mobile
sensor readings are stabilized, and thus can be used in real-time.

3.7. Data Analysis

Data analysis is aimed at determining the statistical characteristics of the collected data.
The accuracy of the data is calculated using RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), depicted in Equation (1).
This is similar to assessing the accuracy between datasets in geostatistical applications: using the
measured user-generated weather data values (L), and the reference values measured by the official
IMS stations (µ). If the parameter estimated using RMSE is unbiased, then the RMSE value equals the
Standard Deviation (SD) value (σ).

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(Li − µi)
2

n
(1)
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To quantify the uncertainty of a specific point estimates, in this case the uncertainty of the mean
residuals, a confidence interval around the point estimates is calculated. Confidence interval that
is based on the mean value might not be precise if the distribution of the data is not normal. If the
residuals are normally distributed, than the RMSE value is multiplied by a value that represents the
standard normal distribution probability factor error of the mean at 95% confidence level, Z = 1.96. Thus,
the confidence interval is derived from the estimator/sample mean X as (X− Z ∗ RMSE, X + Z ∗ RMSE)
(e.g., [38]). Outlier elimination is done using the IQR (Inter-Quartile Range) method ([39]), whereas
accepted data are considered to be in the interval of (1st quartile − 1.5 IQR, 3rd quartile + 1.5 IQR);
this way, outliers can be detected and filtered for improving the results’ accuracy.

For the assessment of normal distribution (of residuals), the Shapiro–Wilk normality
null-hypothesis test W is implemented ([40,41]), according to Equation (2). x(i) is the ith order statistic,
x is the sample mean, and ai are constants derived from expected values of the order statistics sampled
from the standard normal distribution and the covariance matrix. In case the significance parameter is
less than the chosen alpha level (e.g., 0.05 for 5%), then the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning data
are not normally distributed. The advantage of this test is that its result is objective, i.e., not interpreted
(maybe subjectively) by the observer.

W =

(
∑n

i=1 aix(i)
)2

∑n
i=1(xi − x)2 (2)

Since both AT and RH measurements might present strong correlation, the Pearson correlation
test ([42]) was conducted, according to Equation (3). This is done to identify whether sensor readings
are biased. r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, X and Y are the sample mean of the first and second
datasets, and Xi and Yi are the value number i of the first and second datasets.

r =
∑
(
Xi −X

)(
Yi −Y

)
[
∑
(
Xi −X

)2
∑
(
Yi −Y

)2
] 1

2
(3)

3.8. Data Validation

Data validation is aimed at developing an algorithm for indicating whether the collected
user-generated data are reliable to use; data measured in scenario 3 are used. The algorithm is
based only on the collected data, not relying on any external (reference) data; results are later compared
to IMS reference data for statistical analysis and verification. This algorithm uses data indicators
(thresholds) that categorize the stabilization point: identifying, in real-time, when the collected weather
data are reliable to use. Since sensors’ calibration times (needed for obtaining reliable results) are
not constant and cannot be predetermined, we have classified a set of four parameters calculated
dynamically (in real-time) during measurements: (1) Gradient value; (2) SD value; (3) Number of
observations; and (4) Illumination reading. These parameters are chosen since when combined they
serve as reliable indices to data measurements stabilization and continuity. The stabilization algorithm
workflow is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 4 depicts AT readings change due to exposure to direct sunlight (55,000 lux). When the
collection device was moved to the shade, the light sensor measured few hundred lux only; only few
minutes later the AT is stabilized to 21 ◦C, similar to the IMS reference data (RH readings have similar
effect). This implies that although illumination value gives a good indication, only a combination of
the four above-mentioned parameters can determine data stability. The four parameters, depicted
in Table 4, were calculated empirically based on an optimization process using the five observations
sessions in scenario 3.
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Table 4. Stabilization parameters and thresholds.

Stabilization Threshold
Stabilization Parameters

Number of Observations Standard Deviation Gradient Illumination

Ambient Temperature 30 0.5 (◦C) 0.05 <50,000 (lux)

Relative Humidity 30 2 (%) 0.05 <50,000 (lux)
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3.9. Network Densification

Examining the potential of using user-generated weather data on a larger scale, we use the weather
data from WeatherSignal’s crowdsourced weather map (www.weathersignal.com). WeatherSignal uses
embedded mobile phone sensors to measure local atmospheric conditions, which are then displayed
on their online weather map. WeatherSignal is used by hundreds of thousands of users worldwide,
storing millions of user-generated weather data measurements. Such that by using the data stored
in WeatherSignal’s database, we are practically using data from people who actively participate and
continuously collect weather data.

Downloaded raw data have millions of data inputs, thus data filtering is necessary for eliminating
irrelevant or erroneous readings. For this, an algorithm is developed, implemented in ArcMap using
model-builder, depicted in Figure 5. The algorithm is composed from various queries executed
in Python, depicted in Table 5, among others: geospatial boundaries of the desirable perimeter,
sufficient location accuracy, and auxiliary sensory data thresholds. The filtering algorithm also aims to
detect if the readings are taken indoor or outdoor by a supplementary set of queries, and also filter
irrelevant or erroneous readings. Indoor AT maybe different from outdoor AT, such that filtering
indoor observations is important. This was handled by three queries (see Table 5): (a) collection
device is plugged to an external device (including portable power banks); (b) device is being charged;
and (c) device is moving fast, i.e., in a car. In our dataset, for example, approximately 30% of all
readings were filtered based on the use of these queries and thresholds. Alternatively, the use of map
matching of collection devices’ positions with GIS layers (e.g., buildings, city boundaries, and roads) or
Digital Surface Models of the area might be helpful. Still, accuracy of devices might be poor (bad GPS
signal, multipath in built-up areas or position based on cellular network), such that matching might
produce wrong results, or urban areas might be filtered out completely. To resolve this, we have applied
a set of complementary statistical hypothesis tests (see Section 3.10) for identifying and removing data
errors and outliers that might result from indoor readings.
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Table 5. WeatherSignal data filtering algorithm phases with detailed variables, thresholds and python code.

Phase Attribute Python Query Threshold Description

1 Location (latitude, longitude) SelectLayerByLocation_management(WS_raw_data, "INTERSECT",
Israel_border_polygon, "", "NEW_SELECTION") Israel border Spatial query for selecting data within Israel

border polygon (filter data outside Israel border)

2 Ambient Temperature
(AT)/Relative Humidity (RH)

SelectLayerByAttribute_management(WS_data_in_israel_ borders,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION","ämb_temp=̈ -998 OR ämb_temp=̈
0 ORḧumidity=̈ -998 OR ḧumidity=̈ 0")

RH and AT values of
0 or −998

Attribute query for removing readings without AT
or RH data

3 Location accuracy SelectLayerByAttribute_management(No_empty_data,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "l̈oc_acc>̈ 5000")

location accuracy
value is larger than

5000 (m)

Attribute query for removing readings with
location accuracy worse than 5000 (m)

4 Battery status SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Data_with_sufficie
nt_location_accuracy, "REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "b̈att_statu<̈> 3")

Battery status value is
not 3 (discharging)

Attribute query for removing readings taken while
smartphone is not in discharging mode (meaning
that smartphone is charging)

5 Battery plugged
SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Reading_whil e_not_charging,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "b̈att_plugg=̈ 1 OR b̈att_plugg=̈ 2
ORb̈att_plugg=̈ 4")

Battery plugged value
is not 3 (not plugged)

Attribute query for removing readings taken while
smartphone is connected to other devices with
USB (plugged = 2), AC (plugged = 1) or wireless
(plugged = 3) connection

6 Battery health SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Reading_whil e_not_plugged,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "b̈att_healt<̈> 2")

Battery health is
not 3 (good)

Attribute query for removing readings with bad
battery health (overheat = 3, dead = 4,
overvoltaged = 5 . . . )

7 Speed limit SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Correct_readi ngs,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION","l̈oc_speed>̈ 20")

Speed is larger than
20 [km-h]

Attribute query for removing readings taken while
moving in speed higher than 20 km per hour

8 Proximity SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Data_within_s peed_limit,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "p̈roximity<̈ 5")

Proximity is not big
(smaller than 5 cm)

Attribute query for removing readings taken while
smartphone indicates proximity to other objects
(smaller than 5 cm)

9 Light (Illumination) SelectLayerByAttribute_management(WS_filtered_d ata,
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "l̈ight>̈ 50,000")

Light values is higher
than 50,000 lux

Attribute query for removing readings taken while
smartphone is exposed to direct sunlight
(expressed as light value higher than 50,000 lux)
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3.10. Geo-Statistical Analysis

Two geo-statistical hypothesis tests are conducted on the WeatherSignal data after filtering, aimed
at proving if it can be considered as an integral part of the IMS geosensor weather network. First,
a local spatial auto-correlation null-hypothesis test, the Anselin Local Moran’s I ([43]), examining the
spatial correlation of all readings to their vicinity. In case no outliers are detected, WeatherSignal
data are statistically considered as an integral of the IMS network in terms of correlation. Rejecting
the null-hypothesis means the differences between the values are not random, but are derived from
non-compatible data—an outlier. Anselin Local Moran’s I statistic (Ii) is depicted in Equation (4),
where xi is the attribute for feature i (AT or RH), x is the mean of corresponding attribute, and wi,j is
the spatial weight (distance) between feature i and j.

Ii =
xi − X

S2
i
·

n

∑
j=1;j 6=i

wi,j(xj − X)

S2
i =

∑n
j=1;j 6=i(xj − X)2

n− 1

ZIi =
Ii − E[Ii]√

V[Ii]
E [Ii] = −

∑n
j=1;j 6=i wi,j

n− 1

V [Ii]= E[I2
i ]− E[Ii]

2

(4)

Second, a global spatial auto-correlation null-hypothesis test, the Anselin Global Moran’s I ([44]),
examining the spatial correlation of the features location with respect to specific feature value. This test
is global, meaning it checks the complete spatial pattern of all data (clustered, dispersed or random).
If the null hypothesis is rejected, then the data are not randomly spread, while if the result is
significant enough, it can be stated that data are clustered, meaning WeatherSignal data are an integral
complementary part of the IMS geosensor weather network. Anselin Global Moran’s I statistic (I) is
depicted in Equation (5), where zi is the deviation of feature i (AT and RH) from its mean, S0 is the
aggregation of spatial weights, and wi,j is the spatial weight (distance) between feature i and j.

I =
n
S0
·
∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 wi,jzizj

∑n
i=1 z2

i

S0 =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

wi,j

ZI =
I − E[I]√

V[I]

E [I] = −1/(n− 1)

V [I]= E[I2]− E[I]2

(5)

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Scenario 1

Total number of measurements cumulates to 1600, expressing average sampling rate of approximately
30 s, generating a total number of 73 analyzed sessions (the numbers are different from the planned
10 s interval of this experiment since some epochs were missing or showed irrelevant measurements).

4.1.1. Ambient Temperature Results

The AT mean difference between the SG4 and the IMS measurements is 1.2 ◦C, with SD of 2 ◦C and
RMSE of 2.3 ◦C. The estimation interval of the mean with probability of 95% is 1.2 ◦C ± 4.5 ◦C, with
minimum and maximum difference values of −1.9 ◦C and 9.2 ◦C, respectively. Results might include
gross errors, which will be checked later. Seventy-two percent of calculated residuals of measured
value are higher than the reference value, indicating that the SG4 tends to overestimate the AT. That
explains also the high positive residual values in contrary to the small negative residual values.
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Due to the relatively large sample size (73 measurements), it is assumed that the residuals are
derived from a normal distribution. To verify this, a combination of visual analysis with statistical
test is conducted. The result of the Shapiro–Wilk test is shown in Table 6 (top). The significance level
of 0.01 (<0.05) implies that the null hypothesis is rejected; therefore, the population is not normally
distributed. An examination of the histogram and normal probability plot showed that except few
suspicious measurements the data can be considered as normally distributed, thus a conclusion
regarding the distribution of the data is ambiguous. Accordingly, outlier detection is performed to
identify observations with erroneous values using boxplot visualization, found useful for comparing
distributions and identifying outliers. Boxplot is less sensitive to extreme values of data since not
using mean or SD but quartiles instead, not limited to normal distribution ([40]). Consequently, several
readings are identified as outliers outside the boxplot whisker. Removing these outlier readings,
the AT is analyzed again, with results showing reduced statistics values: estimation interval of 95% is
0.9 ◦C ± 3.2 ◦C, RMSE of 1.6 ◦C and minimum and maximum difference values of −1.9 ◦C and 3.9 ◦C,
respectively. Executing the Shapiro–Wilk normality test again, depicted in Table 6 (bottom), results
ratify the assumption that the data are derived from a normal distributed population (Sig. 0.4 > 0.05 Alpha),
also verified by a boxplot visualization of data.

Table 6. Ambient Temperature Shapiro–Wilk normality test results before (top) and after (bottom)
outlier removal.

Normality Test Statistical Measure Degree of Freedom Significance

Ambient Temperature Residuals—before 0.92 73 0.01

Ambient Temperature Residuals—after 1.00 68 0.4

4.1.2. Relative Humidity Results

Results of scenario 1 RH measurements produced a mean difference between the SG4 and the
reference IMS measurements of −2%, with SD and RMSE values of 8%. Assuming the data are
normally distributed, the estimation interval of 95% is −2% ± 16%, and minimum and maximum
difference values of−21% and 15%, respectively. Unlike AT, data here are normally distributed, proved
by the Shapiro–Wilk normality test (Sig. 0.1 > 0.05 alpha), depicted in Table 7, as well as the boxplot
visualization, having no data outliers.

Table 7. Relative Humidity Shapiro–Wilk normality test results.

Normality Test Statistical Measure Degree of Freedom Significance

Relative Humidity Residuals 1.0 73 0.1

4.1.3. Correlation between Relative Humidity and Ambient Temperature

When both SG4 AT and RH measurements were compared with the reference IMS data, there
existed a strong correlation between measurements: whenever the AT measurement is higher than the
reference (“true”) value, the RH measurement is lower than the reference value. Figure 6 compares
both residual values. The Pearson correlation test results are depicted in Table 8, indicating that when
the AT residuals are strong positive, the RH residuals will be strong negative, and vice versa, proving
that there is a strong negative correlation. Such that whenever a parameter is biased, it is affecting the
other parameter, implying that the sensor is biased. This can be explained by several assumptions,
the main one is that due to the fact that the same sensor is used simultaneously for measuring AT and
RH, it affects (biasing) all the measured parameters. Another assumption is that existing environmental
conditions affect the sensor readings, thus bias them for both parameters.
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Table 8. Pearson correlation test of Ambient Temperature and Relative Humidity.

Parameter AT RH

AT 1 −0.825
RH −0.825 1

4.1.4. Summary and Conclusions

Analyses indicate that both AT and RH measurements are normally distributed, although
discrepancies between the declared SHTC1 values and the actual field sessions’ values are fairly
big. A comparison of accuracy requirements and accuracy results of different sessions is presented
in Table 9, showing that the user-generated weather data are in the locale of both CFFDRS and
NFDRS requirements.

Table 9. Comparison between accuracy requirements and accuracy of different sources.

Parameter CFFDRS NFDRS IMS SHTC1 User-Generated

Ambient Temperature (◦C) 0.5 1 0.1–0.3 0.3 1.6
Relative Humidity (%) 5 2 3–5 3 7.7

4.2. Scenario 2

A comparison of statistics of scenario 2 and scenario 1, depicted in Table 10, shows an
improvement, to some extent. For example, the mean residual, RMSE, SD and the maximum residual
range of the AT measurements were reduced by close to 50%. Possible explanation for these might
be due to existing environmental conditions in the measurement perimeter, which caused the mobile
sensor to heat and bias the measurements during the long duration scenario 1. In the short-duration
measurements (scenario 2), due to short collection times, the sun position remained similar, so the
collection device was shaded during the whole measurement phase. Another explanation can be
due to drifting of the SHTC1 sensor, which although considered negligible according to SHTC1’s
datasheet, has an effect on the measurements (similarly to the actual evaluated accuracy that was
worse than the official one). When compared to the fire danger rating systems (Table 9), it appears as if
the user-generated AT accuracy is similar to the NFDRS requirement, concluding that measurements
can be considered as input for such application. The user-generated RH accuracy is closer to the CFFDRS
requirement, still biased in 2% than needed. Overall, results of both scenario 1 and scenario 2 experiments
prove that the proposed methodology of using user-generated weather data for augmentation of
weather geosensor network can be considered, even when no data post-processing is made.
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Table 10. Statistics summary for scenarios 1 and 2.

Ambient Temperature (◦C) Scenario 1—Before
Outlier Removal

Scenario 1—After
Outlier Removal Scenario 2

mean 1.2 0.9 0.6
SD 2 1.4 1

RMSE 2.3 1.6 1.1

Relative Humidity (%) Scenario 1—Before
Outlier Removal No Outliers Scenario 2

mean −2 - 4
SD 8 - 6

RMSE 8 - 7

4.3. Scenario 3

A series of five sessions were conducted, depicted in Table 11, used as input for the stabilization
process. Figure 7 shows the gradient parameter of the AT measurements calculated for different
number of readings, to determine the necessary number of readings for an unambiguous detection
of the stabilization point. It can be inferred that only after 30 readings stabilization is accomplished,
filtering gradient calculated on similar AT values (near zero gradient value). Accordingly, the threshold
of the gradient is chosen to be less than 0.05. SD value, which is a measure of decline, can predict if
measurements are scattered, or persistent, thus stabilization is achieved when measurement values are
similar, without fluctuations. Similarly, to gradient, 30 readings presented an SD value having good
data trend.

Table 11. Stabilization data.

Ambient Temperature

No. of Session
Stabilization Time Readings (C◦) Total

Start End Start End Time diff AT diff

1 08:12 08:24 30.20 24.10 00:12 06.10
2 10:58 11:10 50.60 24.70 00:12 25.90
3 08:32 08:53 31.80 25.20 00:21 06.60
4 17:37 17:53 44.80 24.00 00:16 20.80
5 12:32 12:35 40.00 21.00 00:03 19.00

Relative Humidity

No. of Session
Stabilization Time Readings (%) Total

Start End Start End Time diff RH diff

1 08:12 08:24 32.9 40.0 00:12 -7.1
2 10:58 11:20 12.4 51.5 00:22 -39.1
3 08:32 08:53 40.2 43.9 00:21 -3.7
4 17:37 17:58 33.8 48.8 00:21 -15.0
5 12:32 12:45 23.6 59.6 00:13 -36.0

It was found that if illumination is less than 50,000 lux, it does not mean that data are stabilized,
only that the collection device is not directly exposed to the sun. Only a combination of the four
parameters’ thresholds can determine data stability. The four stabilization parameters were calculated
empirically, analyzed in respect to the five sessions, whereas threshold value for each is defined in
Table 4, with stabilization algorithm workflow depicted in Figure 3.

A comparison of the IMS AT data (reference) with user-generated readings together with
the stabilization algorithm indicators is depicted in Figure 8. Stabilization point is determined
automatically and correctly. Figure 8 shows the effect of lux values, proving that it takes some
time for the measurements to stabilize and produce accurate readings. The AT (and also RH) readings
from both data sources are similar after the stabilization (calibration) point is determined automatically.
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5. Applicative Demonstration

5.1. Weather Data Collection

The potential of using crowdsourced weather data is illustrated by the use WeatherSignal’s
crowdsourced weather map. Observations were downloaded from WeatherSignal database for the
period of 1 June 2015 to 22 August 2015. More than two million records were retrieved, expressing
approximately 24,000 readings per day, and 1000 readings per hour. Among others, every reading
(record) includes: location, AT, RH, illumination, speed, and proximity measurements. Using a simple
spatial query for the area of Israel, a total of 7600 readings for the epoch of 17 August 2015 to 20 August
2015 were downloaded, where 3755 readings were taken on 20 August 2015 alone. Figure 9 depicts
areas where the density of the user-generated WeatherSignal weather data significantly contributes
to the density of existing IMS weather stations. It is clear that the crowdsourced-based readings are
filling gaps in areas having no coverage or sparse weather stations.

5.2. Pre-Processing of User-Generated Weather Data

Filtering process, depicted in Table 5, is implemented on the user-generated weather data of
20 August 2015, in which inaccurate GPS position (close to 1200 readings), data that are incomplete,
e.g., missing AT, RH (327 readings), or not relevant, e.g., indoor (more than 1000 readings), are filtered
and not used, resulting in 730 readings (out of the initial 3755). Since weather is constantly changing,
we have focused on a specific time epoch, in which the densification process will be executed; the epoch
of 10:00 to 12:00 was chosen, resulting in 57 readings.
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5.3. Geo-Statistical Analysis

5.3.1. Local Spatial Auto-Correlation

Results of the hypothesis test for the RH data indicated that there exist three outliers, meaning
measurements are incompatible with surrounding RH readings; all outliers are IMS measurements,
with none that is user-generated. This implies that the hypothesis test theoretically confirms
that the user-generated RH data downloaded from WeatherSignal can be considered as part of
the comprehensive weather network. For the AT, the test detected five outliers, all with values
significantly higher than their surroundings, again originating from IMS measurements, with none
that is user-generated, concluding the same inference. Although results suggest that all outliers are
IMS measurements, it should be stated that IMS readings are considered more reliable. Outliers
can be caused due to the topography of the area, which was not considered here, where the only
spatial relationship defined was distance. Moreover, all the readings (user-generated and IMS) were
considered as equally-weighted, since the aim was to prove that both data sources are complementary.
Therefore, it is possible that clusters of biased user-generated weather readings caused accurate IMS
readings to be detected as outliers. This issue is depicted in Figure 10, visualizing both hypothesis
test results, showing that in some cases, the closest readings to the detected IMS outliers are clustered
user-generated readings.
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5.3.2. Global Spatial Auto-Correlation

Results of this hypothesis test are detailed in Table 12, indicating that the null hypothesis (z-score)
is rejected for both RH and AT measurements. The positive value for Moran’s index of both indicates
that there exist spatial clusters of homogeneous data. The output z-score value for both (6.9 and 10.4,
respectively) indicates that there exists less than 1% likelihood that the clustered patterns could be the
result of random chance. Since data are not random, the user-generated weather data, along with the
IMS weather data, can be considered as a unified dataset having spatial correlation.
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Figure 10. Outlier analysis results of Anselin Local Moran’s I for: (a) Relative Humidity; and (b)
Ambient Temperature.

Table 12. Statistical results of Anselin Global Moran’s I correlation test for Ambient Temperature and
Relative Humidity.

Variable Ambient Temperature Relative Humidity

Moran’s Index 1.3 0.8
Expected Index −0.007 −0.007

Variance 0.015 0.015
z-score 10.4 6.9
p-value 0.01 0.01

5.4. Densification

Densification is implemented via Ordinary Kriging interpolation, considered as most appropriate
for weather data (e.g., [45,46]), on both user-generated and IMS weather data. Ordinary Kriging has
several semivariogram (spatial correlation) models that can be used, created based on the empirical
data; the model that best fits the semivariogram is chosen here (e.g., curve should pass through
the center of the cloud of binned values and as closely as possible to the averaged values). Models
found as best fit for AT and RH semivariograms are spherical and exponential, respectively, depicted
in Figure 11.
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Interpolation of AT readings was implemented three times: on the WeatherSignal user-generated
data, on the IMS data, and on both. Subtracting the IMS interpolation raster from the user-generated
one, results varied from −2.7 ◦C to 1.2 ◦C, with an average value of −1.1 ◦C and SD of 1.2 ◦C.
The absolute maximal differences values are in areas with scarce user-generated readings, implying
interpolation that calculates values relying on incomplete data, i.e., insufficient user-generated weather
data. Similar to AT, RH user-generated interpolation map was found to be less continuous than the IMS
one, with interpolation that is less accurate in areas with sparse data, leading to bigger discrepancies.
Subtracting both maps, difference values are in the range of −3.3% and 14.1%, with an average value
of 6.7% and SD of 3.5%. The significant value differences are mainly in areas with fewer user-generated
readings. Comparing areas having more user-generated readings, the difference in AT and RH values
were less than −1 ◦C and less than 5%, respectively, which is a good result. Although differences exist,
the overall results are satisfying considering they were obtained by users contributing voluntarily
having no special equipment. This is in comparison to the IMS data, which is an official weather
network, maintained, supervised and quality controlled. It is likely that the reason for the differences
are mainly due to the interpolation, which decreased the accuracy of the data, mainly in areas having
low density of user-generated data.
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For densifying both datasets, two new weather maps were created using Ordinary Kriging
interpolation, containing data from both sources. Interpolation results for AT and RH are depicted
in Figure 12. Inspecting both maps, it is clear that they are continuous and similar in value, with no
visible anomalies detected all over the analyzed area. This supports the premise that user-generated
measurements are sound, not biasing the authoritative measurements, and can be considered for
densification. More importantly, it is clear that some physical conditions are revealed and made
clear on a localized level (mainly in the center area of Israel), which were hard to identify unless
the user-generated data were used. Another interesting result is that the existing value levels for
both interpolations correspond—to some extent—to the topography existing in Israel, and to the
meteorological conditions, distributed from south to north. These are the direct result of using
comprehensive observations, in this case user-generated and official weather measurements.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The conception of using crowdsourced user-generated weather sensor data from mobile devices
for the augmentation of static geosensor weather networks was presented, accompanied by developed
methodology and tailored functionalities. Experiments made with the SG4 smartphone showed that
with accuracies obtained, collected data can be considered for a variety of applications. Certain issues
and automatic procedures were addressed to guarantee the overall reliability, namely stabilization
identification and geo-statistical analysis, enabling real-time data collection without the need of
reference data. Research proved that with proper handling of data, the complementary crowdsourced
user-generated data can be considered for the purpose of augmentation. Hypothesis tests statistically
proved that user-generated weather data are considered as an integral part of the authoritative weather
network, correlating to surroundings observations locally and globally.

Future work will investigate the use of larger volumes of data collected in field experiments and
communication protocols of observations in real time, together with assessment of the user-generated
data contribution on actual systems. Work on the densification process is planned, taking into
account additional factors, such as observation weights, network structure, and existing topography.
Other physical sensory data, such as pressure, will be investigated, whereas in Israel only 10 IMS
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stations are equipped with pressure sensors, such that user-generated data will have higher influence
and contribution.

In conclusion, the results of this research are valuable and positive, showing that sensors
embedded in modern mobile devices can be used to collect weather data via crowdsourcing process
to augment static geosensor weather networks, providing more observations of weather parameters
used for network densification. It is believed that countries and regions with sparse dispersion of
static geosensor networks can benefit from these working methodologies, while in the future, together
with technological and communication developments, real-time user-generated weather data will be
considered as reliable as authoritative ESN.
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